
OVERVIEW

EcoAdventure Yunnan
The 9 most industrialized nations are responsible for 68% of all carbon 

emissions; what is the impact of unequal distribution of resources?

Yunnan, or “south of the clouds,” is described in 

the 1933 book Lost Horizon by British author 

James Hilton as the location of Shangri-La, or 

paradise on earth. This has become a typical 

description of Yunnan, leading to it becoming 

a famous tourist destination in China. It is the 

location of China’s highest diversity of flora and 

fauna, people, and terrain. As a result, tourism 

has exploded and environmental issues have 

become increasingly obvious. Utilizing the 

mountainous terrain, students wil l be 

challenged physically through rock climbing in 

Shigu and hiking through Laojunshan Park, the 

first national park in China. To explore 

environmental impacts, students learn about 

the impact of tourism on drinking water at 

Laishihai Lake while at the Green Education 

Center, one model for local action. Student-led 

biking day in Shaxi will be a final opportunity 

for community development.
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Student Empowerment

Local Engagement

Adventure Challenges

Rock climbing. Kayaking. Cycling. Hiking.

Inquiry and Investigation

Learning & Action Service

Exploring tourist impact on Shaxi & Laishihai. Carbon 

Footprint tracking

Student-led cycling and trekking. Ecofarm visit and farming. GEC Campaigning.

Community conversations about Laishihai Lake.
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Ecoadventure Yunnan
DAY 1 

Environmental Challenges in Yunnan 
Laishihai Lake 

What are the environmental challenges? 
Students visit local NGO Green Education Center 

to learn about the environmental situation in 

Yunnan. Groups will have the opportunity to kayak 

and complete interviews and observations in the 

local community. 

Cycling Exploration 
Shaxi and Villages 

How have Chinese villages developed 
historically? And now? 

Student groups navigate by bicycle to cultural 

points of interest, including grottoes, local hiking 

routes, and cultural performances. 

DAY 2-3
DAY 4-5

DAY 6
DAY 7

Community Trekking 
Tiger Leaping Gorge* 

How can we better listen to each other and 
the environment during times of challenge?  

Groups navigate and trek Tiger Leaping Gorge 

while examining the environmental pressures and 

carbon impact along the trail. 

Personal Adversity  
Laojunshan National Park near Shigu 

When placed in situations of extreme 
adversity, how do we respond? 

Students will be challenged to overcome physical 

and psychological challenges of rock climbing.

Closing Session and Share 
Shigu Town 

How can our learning journey improve 
ourselves, our communities, and our 

environment better? 
Students will have the opportunity to reflect on 

their ecoadventure and how to reduce their 

carbon footprint moving forward. 

*Or similar hike


